Objective: Enable WINGS to promote development of options less restrictive than guardianship; contribute to changing culture toward planning ahead.

Examples of WINGS Action:

- Alaska, Indiana, Texas, Wisconsin – Active WINGS involvement in proposed or passed supported decision-making agreement legislation
- Idaho – Judicial and stakeholder training on less restrictive options, supported decision-making
- Indiana – Preparation for supported decision-making pilot
- Minnesota – Outreach and education on supported decision-making
- Oregon – “Mapping project” to identify gaps in use and availability of less restrictive options
- Utah – Training of professionals on advance life planning and guardianship

WINGS Challenges/Questions – How Can WINGS:

- Engage professionals who could direct people to options instead of guardianship
- Balance attention to less restrictive options outside court with improvements in court processes
- Promote less restrictive options yet aim to safeguard against abuse of those options
- Effect a real change in culture re planning and use of options
- Effect change through legislation/policy vs public/professional education
- Make best use of stakeholder synergy to promote less restrictive options
- Begin with “low-hanging fruit” to ensure and maintain momentum
- Measure use of less restrictive options as a result of WINGS action

Resources:
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